Develop a 3DEXPERIENCE® IT Roadmap To Support Your Business

The Adaptive Sales Team and the Customer will schedule several planning sessions to determine which 3DEXPERIENCE® topics are most relevant for addressing the Customer’s current business challenges and initiatives. The chosen topics will be discussed over a workshop-style meeting that usually takes at least 1 day to complete, but sometimes longer.

The Adaptive Sales Team and the Customer will determine which of the discussed topics best address the Customer’s most immediate and urgent challenges/initiatives. The result is a roadmap with placeholders for projects to pursue by a specific end-date.

Popular Workshop Topics

- Meeting customer and/or marketplace expectations
- Delivering products on-time and on-budget
- Responding to new customer RFPs accurately and more quickly
- Developing products for multiple markets or applications
- Designing for multiple product variants
- Unifying disparate engineering data management systems
- Social ideation and collaboration
- System integration and federation strategies – 3DEXPERIENCE®, ERP, QMS, etc. – for a complete understanding of the product development process
- Understanding marketplace sentiment
- Pursuing virtual manufacturing approaches
- Validating product performance with simulation and tracking that targets have been met

Keys to Success

- Cross-functional involvement from the Customer during Workshop and Roadmap sessions
- Choosing a date and location for the meetings that maximizes attendance while removing distractions
- Strong understanding of the Customer’s highest priority business challenges/initiatives
- Thoroughly understand the strengths/limitations of potential 3DEXPERIENCE® solutions
- Strong understanding of Customer IT team constraints and limitations
- Include IT projects that impact success of the 3DEXPERIENCE® solutions
- Review the plan at least biannually and make adjustments based on changing business priorities and improvements to the 3DEXPERIENCE® product offering

Thank you for your on-going business and willingness to partner with Adaptive to achieve a new level of success!